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It's time to create really charming outfits.n Find out how many amazing styles you can create in Kawaii Magical Girl Dress-Up. 2. Now we will cut out the pictures! 3. And start the main work! 4. And for all designs to look good, they need to be combined. To do this, lay them out on a white background and combine them to your taste. 5. After
they are connected, they can be put into a white envelope. And put them in a folder called "Paints". 6. Now we put paint on the hair and shake the hair. They will come together as one. 7. Now we take the palette and put our colors in it. 8. Place smokey with yellow color in the middle. 9. In the center we place a scoop made from a sushi stick.

Then we paint them in a spiral in different colors. 10. Add some beads. 11. Paint up with a scoop made from a rice spoon. 12. By adding some beads, we get a decor for scoops. 13. Now some gouache to decorate the baking dish. 14. Now we place a drop of pearlescent paint. 15. We take a napkin, and lay out a pattern of confetti on it. 16. In the
middle of the napkin we place a curl made with curly glue. 17. By placing the decor on the hair, you can change it. 18. In order for the hair to be on the finished hairstyle, you need to lift it up. 19. Gently spread paint in two layers with a thin layer. 20. We apply another layer, and wash off the paint. 21. If you want to make your hair more

voluminous, then take pearlescent paint in the center of the head and dilute it with water. 22. Now do the hair. Curl loose hair with hair gel. 23. Spread hair mousse and apply to the head. 24. If you want to make a hairstyle based on knots, then wet your hair with water and pin it up with hairpins. 25. Apply paint to the middle of the head. 26.
Then we wind the hair on curlers. 27. Pour a little gel and leave to dry your hair. 28. Apply hair gel to hair, and dry
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